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disclaimer
The author accepts no responsibility for the
correctness, accuracy, topicality, reliability
and completeness of the information.
Liability claims against the author for material
or immaterial damages resulting from access
to or use or non-use of the published
information, misuse of the connection or
technical faults are excluded.
All offers are non-binding. The author
expressly reserves the right to change,
supplement or delete parts of the pages or
the entire offer without special notice or to
discontinue publication temporarily or
permanently.
disclaimer for links
References and links to third party websites
are outside our area of responsibility. We
decline any responsibility for such websites.
Access and use of such websites is at the
user's own risk.
copyrights
The copyrights and all other rights to content,
images, photos or other files on this website
belong exclusively to launchlabs (Schweiz)
GmbH or the specifically named rights

holders. For the reproduction of any
elements, the written consent of the copyright
holder must be obtained in advance.
source: SwissAnwalt

privacy policy including DSGVO information
If you have given your consent, Google
Analytics, a web analysis service of Google
Ireland Limited ("Google") is used on this
website. The use includes the "Universal
Analytics" operating mode. This makes it
possible to assign data, sessions and
interactions across multiple devices to a
pseudonymous user ID and thus analyze a
user's activities across devices.
Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are
text files placed on your computer, to help the
website analyze how users interact with the
site. The information generated by the cookie
about your use of this website is usually
transferred to a Google server in the USA and
stored there. However, if IP anonymisation is
activated on this website, Google will reduce
your IP address within Member States of the
European Union or in other states party to the
Agreement on the European Economic Area
beforehand. We would like to point out that on
this website Google Analytics has been
extended to include IP anonymisation in order
to ensure anonymous collection of IP
addresses (so-called IP masking). The IP
address transmitted by your browser in the
context of Google Analytics is not merged with
other Google data. For more information on
terms of use and data protection, please visit
https://www.google.com/analytics/terms/gb.h
tml or https://policies.google.com/?hl=en.
purposes of the processing
On behalf of the operator of this website,
Google will use this information to evaluate
your use of the website, to compile reports on
website activity and to provide the website
operator with other services related to
website and Internet use.
Legal Basis
The legal basis for the use of Google Analytics
is your consent in accordance with Art. 6 para.
1 lit. a GDPR.
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recipients or categories of recipients
The recipient of the collected data is Google.
Transfer to Third Countries
Personal data will be transferred to the USA
under the EU-US Privacy Shield on the basis
of the European Commission's adequacy
decision. You can download the certificate
here.
duration of data storage
The data sent by us and linked to cookies,
user-identifiers (e.g. User-IDs) or
advertising-identifiers are automatically
deleted after 14 months. Data whose
retention period has been reached is
automatically deleted once a month.
Rights of the Persons affected
You can revoke your consent at any time with
effect for the future by blocking the storage of
cookies by setting your browser software
accordingly; however, we would like to point
out that in this case you may not be able to
use all functionalities of this website to their
full extent.
You can also prevent Google from collecting
the data generated by the cookie and relating
to your use of the website (including your IP
address) and from processing this data by
Google by downloading and installing the
Browser Add-on. Opt-out cookies will prevent
future collection of your data when you visit
this website. To prevent Universal Analytics
from collecting data across different devices,
you must opt-out on all systems used. If you
click here, the opt-out cookie will be set:
Disable Google Analytics
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